Home Learning w/b: 24.5.21
Phonics

Bee and Me
Trigraph ‘ear’
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3rGhTUc6zbE
Read or make the words for blending: beard, gear, hear,ear, tear, fear, dear.
Watch this video to introduce ‘ow’. Ow Sound Phonics - YouTube
Read silly sentences: Can you hear the beard? The gear in the ear.
Trigraph ‘air’.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ue_pRCMIXL8
Read or make the words for blending:
Air, fair, chair, hair, pair, stairs.
Read silly sentences: A pair of stairs. My hair is fair.

Story

We are continuing with ‘Bee and Me’ this week. But this week, we try and change one part of the
story to make it your own.
Bee & Me by Alison Jay - YouTube
Retell the story with actions to include the new characters
 Retell the story with different characters.
 Mix up parts of the story and get children to sequence correctly.
 Draw your changed part of the story. You may want to try and write a sentence to go
with your picture.

Maths

We will continue to explore halving numbers.
Vocab: whole, two equal parts, gets smaller, share, half, same, even, odd, odd
one left out, halve exactly,
 Picnic - have two plates to begin with and half food then (recapping vocab
from last week) then another friend comes along... what can we do now?
Talk about sharing, is it the same/equal?
 Use sweets and share them into different groups – sometimes
groups are not equal. What could we do to make it equal?
 Investigate which numbers can be halved equally. Choose a number card, count out the
number of objects and half if possible or is there an odd one left out? Record by sorting
number cards into two columns on a large sheet of paper- half/ not half.

Creative

Sketch and paint an insect or plant of your choice
Use the same skills as introduced last week:
Introduce sketching a bee, looking closely at
a photo. Use brushes of different thicknesses. Revisit a
painting when dry to add detail using colour pencils.

Understanding Play this bug game: Bug Builder Educational Insect Game for Kids & Families
the World
(pestworldforkids.org)
Watch this film all about insects.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DO215UAi4i4&t=1s
How many facts can you recall?
Draw your favourite bug from the film. Could you label the body parts? Could you write a fact.

